
THE ISSUE
The insurance you pay for is only as good as the coverage you receive. As it is impossible  

to predict where your next loss might come from, it is important that your cover is as broad 

as possible so that it is more likely to cover a loss. Discovering an uninsured exposure by 

experiencing a loss is not a position anyone wants to be in.

OUR SOLUTION
Our specialist policy wordings team helps you to make your coverage as broad as  

possible for your given exposures. By bringing our expertise to your insurance programme,  

we can deliver:

BENEFITS
BENEFIT TO YOU DESCRIPTION

A full review of your 
current coverage, 
highlighting potential 
areas for improvement:

The combination of our portfolio size and how well we coordinate across our 
Aviation & Aerospace Practice means we are well-positioned to provide you 
with the best coverage.

Multiple coverage 
enhancements at no 
additional premium:

Our policy wordings team will seek to identify as many coverage 
enhancements as possible at no additional premium. We will then use our 
broking experience and market strength to negotiate the broadest coverage 
on your behalf.

A strong advocate for 
you within the aviation 
industry:

We are a committed advocate for our clients in the marketplace and remain 
at the forefront of many of the aviation insurance industry’s new coverage 
enhancements. For example, in recent years, our work on corporate 
manslaughter and pandemic clauses has led to these covers now being 
widely used throughout the aviation market.

COVERAGE
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